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Method
Notation
• Pretrained visual encoder      𝑓!
• Target visual encoder            𝑓"
• Image 𝑥
• Prompt templates (𝑃#, ⋯ , 𝑃$)

• Pretrained text encoder 𝑔!
• Proxy dataset
• Label                                    𝑦
• Prompts          𝑃#, 𝑦 ,⋯ , [𝑃$ , 𝑦]

Fine-tuning on Proxy Dataset

Using the feature of class name as prototypes of classes,

Calculating the cosine similarity between image feature and prototype and
using the cross entropy loss as class loss,

Spurious Feature Constraint 

In order to preserve the robustness to spurious correlation, we keep the
spurious feature extracted by CLIP before and after fine-tuning consistent.
Calculating the mean of the features of each prompt template 𝑃% over all
classes as prototypes of the spurious features,

Calculating the similarity between the feature extracted by the fine-tuned
model and the spurious prototypes and produce the distribution over
spurious prototypes as follows,

Similarity, producing the distribution of the feature extracted by CLIP over
spurious prototypes as follows,

Background & Motivation
CLIP shows remarkable performance in various visual tasks, but fully fine-
tuning CLIP on limited data can lead to overfitting and poor out-of-
distribution (OOD) generalization. After visualizing the attention of CLIP, it is
found that fully fine-tuning make CLIP focus more on local features, which
would undermine CLIP's robustness to spurious correlations and thus affect
the OOD performance of CLIP. Our work focuses on ensuring the CLIP’s
robustness to spurious correlations during fine-tuning, thereby preserving
the OOD generalization of CLIP.

The class names and prompts are combined and inputted into the text encoder to obtain text embeddings. We calculate the
mean separately in the prompt and class dimensions to derive the class prototype and prompt embedding. On the one
hand, the image features are extracted using the fine-tuned visual encoder, and class distribution are calculated based on
the class prototype to calculate the class loss. On the other hand, we use spurious prototype correction (SPC) module to
correct the prompt embedding. By calculating the cosine similarity between the image features and the spurious prototype,
we obtain the distribution over spurious features and calculate the spurious loss.
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Spurious Feature Constraint

Fine Tune Model
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Keeping the distribution of the models over spurious features consistent
before and after fine-tuning, 

Optimizing the class loss and spurious loss during fine-tuning to ensure the 
classification ability and OOD robustness.

Spurious Prototype Correlation
Removing unsuitable spurious features,

𝜇&'()%*(& ≔ 𝐼𝑆𝑂𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐸𝑆𝑇 𝜇&'()%*(& , 𝑛 .
Merging duplicate spurious features that arise from similar prompts,

𝜇&'()%*(& ≔ 𝑘 −𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝜇&'()%*(& , 𝑘 .

Experiments
OOD Results

Fine-tuning the model on 16-shot ImageNet and evaluate it on the variants of ImageNet. FT means fully fine-tuning. 

Performance improvement/decline of our method on different OOD datasets. 

The performance of model training on miniImageNet and evaluating on OOD datasets.

ID Results

Performance of different methods on 11 datasets. Results of using our backbone on different methods.

Visualization

Feature visualization for the same class under different domains. 

Visualization of spurious prototypes.

Feature visualization for different class under different domains. 
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